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“Impavidus ” is a historical-cultural association, specializing in arranging tours to the
battlefields of the Second World War and historical tours around Sicily in general.

For over 20 years it has been organizing tours to the Sicilian battlefields and to areas of
noteworthy historical-cultural interest. All our tours are accompanied by a team of expert
historians and guides who with their enthusiasm, passion and great attention to detail are able
to make the participants relive “memories from the past”.

Impavidus does not only organize “historical tours”. Our clients choose us for a myriad of
reasons : a passion for history, an eagerness and desire to know more about Sicily in general :
sun, sea, gastronomy, natural beauties, archeological sites, entertainment….

Impavidus puts together both standard and “ad hoc” package deals, liaising with hotels and
venues supplying logistic services of a high quality and of longstanding experience. We deal
with all travel and technical details, leaving to our clients the luxury of concentrating solely on
the pleasure of the tour itself.

We are to proud of the high number of people who choose to travel with us year after year.
They are our best advertisement.
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For the battlefield tours, we study the site, the strategies, the tactics, the historical-political
context, and above all we remember the men who fought and often died. As back-up to our
tours, we use printed material such as historical maps and accounts relating to places and
events of that time.

Impavidus enjoys its work and carries it out with enthusiasm.

Impavidus organizes tours lasting from one day to several weeks, working with you to put
together an offer which best suits your requirements and expectations.

Impavidus works with schools and universities worldwide and organizes study tours for students
of all levels and grades being firmly convinced that a generation ignorant of history has neither
past …… nor future.
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